
Milling Grade (unfertig)

    Cism              H              Fis
no time to mill your coffee to your own milling grade

no time to inform you whats happening in your state

no time to have the time to think about whats going on

no time to mill these tougths into a tasty flavoured song

         Cism          H            Fis   A
every decade has it´s own milling grade
         Cism        H              Fis   A
everyone sometimes thinks he is too late
           Cism            H            Fis   A
and you´re right, time is hard to calibrate
     Gis     H
but wait... wait...
     Gis     A
but wait...

    Cism             H               Fis
he tries to balance his life between all the requests

she didn´t reach her topics even when she give the best

two hearts pulsate weaker under well dressed chests

and downward their to-do-lists slips the satisfaction quest

         Cism          H            Fis   A
every decade has it´s own milling grade
         Cism        H              Fis   A
everyone sometimes thinks he is too late
           Cism            H            Fis   A
and you´re right, time is hard to calibrate
     Gis     H
but wait... wait...
     Gis     A
but wait...

        A                H                Cism               E(7.)
you declare you haven´t moments when the world stops for a while 
      A                  H                Cism       Cism
and i ask me how you´re shure there is a world
         A                   H(auf E)         E(7.)-Dis/E Cism 
and you say all things speed up, you have to run to only stay
             A        H           E
while Lewis Carroll smiles in my mind

        A                H                Cism               E(7.)
you declare you haven´t moments when the world stops for a while 
      A                  H                Cism       Cism
and i ask me how you´re shure there is a world



         A                   H(auf E)         E(7.)-Dis/E Cism 
and you say all things speed up, you have to run to only stay
             A        H           E
while Lewis Carroll smiles in my mind

Gism A E H Cism Fism H H
... coffee and time...

        A                H                Cism               E(7.)
you declare you haven´t moments when the world stops for a while 
      A                  H                Cism       Cism
and i ask me how you´re shure there is a world
         A                   H(auf E)         E(7.)-Dis/E Cism 
and you say all things speed up, you have to run to only stay
             A        H           E
while Lewis Carroll smiles in my mind

        A                H                Cism               E(7.)
you declare you haven´t moments when the world stops for a while 
      A                  H                Cism       Cism
and i ask me how you´re shure there is a world
         A                   H(auf E)         E(7.)-Dis/E Cism 
and you say all things speed up, you have to run to only stay
             A        H           E
while Lewis Carroll smiles in my mind
             A        H           E
while Lewis Carroll smiles in my mind

    A        H              Cism              E(7.)
as god made time, he made enougth, the irish say
   A            H       Cism  Cism
remember Albert Einsteins theory
     A          H(auf E)          E(7.)   -Dis/E    Cism        
you don´t have time, you have to take the time you need
              A        H             E
so mill your coffee,      and press repeat        
     A          H(auf E)          E(7.)   -Dis/E    Cism        
you don´t have time, you have to take the time you need
              A        H             E
so mill your coffee,      and press repeat  


